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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to provide new evidence in the field of supply chain differentiation. It aims to combine insights of supply chain management with the service dominant logic to connect fundamental customer requirements with supply chain decision-making. The paper claims to provide a framework that brings together the most relevant factors in the context of supply chain differentiation. The contents of the framework were applied as source to develop a generic decision support flowchart for supply chain executives. From the perspective of “test consumers”—supplemented with secondary data—two cases were examined. The cases provide insights for supply chain differentiation approaches of Adidas and Lego®. The crucial factor to link customer requirements with supply chain settings turned out to be the magnitude of customer co-creation along the value chain under consideration of synergies across the channels. The framework provides the opportunity to structure the complex multi-criteria decision problem constituted by supply chain differentiation. The paper provides helpful insights that could be used as starting point for the development of several industry specific decision-finding models or applications in supply chain differentiation.
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1. Introduction

Today, customers are becoming more and more sophisticated in terms of demand and are calling for individualized goods and services. At the same time, technological progress is shortening product life cycles and globalization is severing competition in most markets. This highly competitive, sophisticated and dynamic current economic environment is calling for innovative and adaptive business approaches.
This challenging starting situation requires effective supply chain settings. In parallel to these requirements, companies newly consider the various differentiation options offered by supply chain management (SCM). In fact, several promising chances exist to differentiate a company from its competitors and to provide its customers with unique added value through customer tailored solutions. The magic word in this instance is “supply chain differentiation” (SCD). This means executing distinct standardized supply chains for distinct customer segments from one single market. Reference [1] surveyed 150 European companies’ supply chain strategies and found that companies with a differentiated SC strategy were, on average, more successful than their competitors. Reference [2] reported that SCD represents an opportunity for dealing with increasing complexity of customer needs and variability of demand. References [3] and equally [4] present the computer manufacturer Dell’s SCD efforts. Dell has departed from its “one size fits all” pull (make-to-order) supply chain and currently operates up to six different supply chains; Nike and Oakley also introduced differentiated supply chains. The consumer goods manufacturers operate a push (make-to-forecast) and a pull supply chain in parallel to each other1. But, accomplishing SCD certain challenges have to be addressed.

A first challenge in achieving SCD is the required interconnection of customers and their demand characteristics with supply chain decision-making. Coping with this challenge, maximally customized high quality goods and services have to be taken into account, while efficiency constraints are being addressed. The mass customization discussion [5] offers a first anchoring point for this issue.

A second challenge deals with the strategic range of SCD decisions. On the one hand, SCD has to be in line with operations and distribution strategy. On the other hand, companies have to find out the optimal amount, as well as, the optimal structure of different supply chains to serve one market. Beck et al. (2012) emphasized this challenge strikingly with their statement “one size does not fit all” [6].

A third challenge emerges from the complexity of the differentiation decision while having adaptive supply chains with structural flexibility in mind [7]. SCD does not represent a trivial task for the responsible supply chain manager. Indeed, a vast number of different interconnected factors need to be considered that directly or indirectly influence each other. Such factors include product design decisions, supplier selection and governance, manufacturing process decisions, customer interaction channel selection and distribution structure design, as well as, a magnitude of logistical considerations on each value chain stage such as production layout determination, inventories, transportation, warehouse management and several delivery service settings.

The literature in the research field of operations management so far provides several helpful approaches that aid to structure the respective complex decision issue and help connecting customer requirements with supply chain differentiation, like e.g. [8] linking SCM with customization capabilities. Although the literature gives comprehensive impulses regarding relevant SCD decision criteria there does not yet exist an integrated SCD framework and real case investigations which consider all relevant SCM decision factors collectively with product service criteria in an interconnected and directly customer linked manner. To compensate the respective research gap, the following research questions (RQs) need to be addressed:

RQ 1: How can all relevant SCD and product decision variables become part of an interdependent framework that provides a comprehensive but clear overview of the whole decision problem?

RQ 2: Which customer-specific determinant can directly link supply chain-relevant decision factors coincidentally with customer requirements?

Approaching these research questions the paper at hand builds on the preliminary work of [9] and tries to further develop the ideas of [10] by incorporating SCM with a strong customer-orientation—according to [11]—based on a stringent service foundation [12].

In order to provide managerial guidelines this paper applies abductive reasoning [13]. Especially, the creative-intuitive power of abductive research makes it suitable to this explorative study to allow combining theoretical insights conducted from literature with practical examinations through case studies [14]. Going forth and back between theory and practical implications, the paper first reflects, summarizes and assesses the most relevant literature of SCD (Section 2). In order to structure and combine particularly important—but so far—isolated approaches, a conceptual SCD framework is derived as a synthesis (Section 3). The framework, called SCD trinity model, is then applied and illustrated in two case studies (Section 4). The paper closes with a brief summary and an outlook (Section 5).

The basic information underlying the case descriptions stems from analyzing the supply chain settings of the

companies from the viewpoint of a “test customer” supplemented with secondary data. We therefore tried to collect experience by checking out the several supply and distribution channels offered by the case companies in order to draw inferences about the respective supply chain settings. Notably, to get comprehensive information with this method, it was important to focus on consumer goods industry company examples. In order to sheet light on the upstream supply chain beyond the customer facing, the analyses were complemented by scientific literature, industry reports and industry specific literature, company reports, online newspaper articles, online financial data services and company webpage material.

2. Background: Differentiation Attributes in the Literature According to Operations Management

When talking about differentiation in the context of SCM, it is necessary to detect the respective supply chain factors that need to be considered for this purpose. As a consequence of what is understood as differentiation the respective factors need to be directly perceptible for customers. Obviously, product features themselves play an important role for the customer and also have several implications for the supply chain [15]. However, several other factors are important. One opportunity to demarcate the crucial customer perceptible factors along the supply chain is the customer decoupling point (CDP) that can simply be interpreted as the point from which the supply chain becomes customer sensitive and reacts on individual orders through customer pull [16] [17]. Upstream of the CDP, supply chains are forecast-driven and downstream of the CDP, supply chains are demand-driven [18]. Demand-driven means that production starts after customer order placement [19]. Hence, the whole supply chain downstream of the CDP can be interpreted as directly perceptible for the customer. This includes above all manufacturing processes, product allocation through logistics as well as product services. Another important factor directly perceptible for the customer is the extent of the supply chain integration into the customer process, meaning the problem solution process from the customer’s point of view. A vital role plays the customer segmentation based on buying behavior [11]. In fact, this can be compared with the term supply chain effectiveness (also called market or customer responsiveness) with regard to demand profiling [10]. Effectiveness thus can be interpreted as a measure of how intensively the supply chain is linked with customer requirements.

When considering literature in the field of supply chain differentiation several concepts can be identified [9]. Within the identified approaches with their respective authors are listed (lines) and evaluated regarding whether they take into account the defined SCD attributes (columns). The symbols indicate either that the respective attribute is considered (\(\checkmark\)), partially considered ([\(\checkmark\)]) or not considered (X). The literature review supports the research gap identified.

The summary within Table 1 points out that none of the identified concepts relevant for SCD provides a comprehensive and holistic framework including all customer-relevant differentiation attributes. Thus, it makes sense to develop a framework that holistically frames current isolated concepts. Such a framework hence will include all of the above defined differentiation attributes and finally can be used as conceptual foundation that has to become connected with customer requirements

3. Concept: Supply Chain Differentiation Trinity Model

In order to frame the identified supply chain concepts and to connect them with customer requirements the co-production approach of [10] can be brought in. Co-production namely connects customer requirements with supply chain processes (design, source, make, deliver and product utilization) through aspects of the service dominant logic (SDL) [50]-[52]. Applying SDL principles on SCD, a three-dimensional framework (trinity model) can be defined where the crucial determinant that allocates supply chain decision factors to a certain dimension is the amount of customer co-creation [9]:

- The first dimension (D1) includes all classical supply chain activities that are necessary to assure product allocation, indicated with “deliver” and distribution channels.
- The second dimension (D2) is associated with differentiation options considering all relevant product service options, the “service supply chain”.
- The third dimension (D3) encompasses supply chain activities that directly influence the product features as well as the product manufacturing process. The respective supply chain activities are located within the supply chain phase “make”.


Table 1. Summary of the results from the literature review about supply chain differentiation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concepts:</th>
<th>Customer-relevant differentiation attributes</th>
<th>Authors:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Product features</td>
<td>Manufacturing process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsive and effective supply chains</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[✓]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDP approaches</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass customisation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitive priorities</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply chain segmentation</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional supply chain strategies</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>[✓]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-production</td>
<td>[✓]</td>
<td>[✓]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product service approaches</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to SDL, the supply chain is split into pre-sale and after-sale activities because the service supply chain is integrated into the consumption process (direct utilization of products or services) of the customer—hence expanding the supply chain beyond the POS. All activities are focusing on single, delimited groups of customers with similar requirements. When utilizing SCD, each customer segment is served with a standardized supply chain that is differentiated from the others.

*Dimension 1—Supply chain differentiation through “value-of-availability” (differentiation of product allocation):* SDL suggests that an enterprise can only offer value propositions but not deliver value. This means that the customer needs to accept the value proposition before value is created, thereby acting as co-creator of value. From the view point of SCM, acceptance of the value proposition by the customer leads to the customer’s effort to gain accessibility to the offered value proposition. Thus, value creation emerges by delivering goods or services to the customer, or in other words by making value available. Value creation through availability of goods or services is the main added value of logistics services. In the broader sense, the task of providing availability of value to customers is located within the delivery phase of the supply chain and affects the distribution strategy in general and distribution logistics activities in the narrow sense. Hence, the sub-dimensions of D1 include all activities of the distribution strategy that are necessary to make goods or services accessible or available at the POS. Within SCD these activities can be structured as follows: First: Distribution channel differentiation—Indirect (IDR) or direct shipment (DIR) options [40] as well as the selection of different bi-directional customer-company interaction channels (CIC) including information flows, marketing activities and sales platforms [42]. Second: Delivery flexibility differentiation—(i) a company for a certain customer segment focus on general de-
Delivery flexibility (GDF) that stands for flexibility in terms of order lead time, ordering administration and delivery volume. GDF represents the highest possible amount of customisation options with respect to the delivery flexibility determinants; (ii) the company can focus on transport flexibility (TSF) and offer customers flexible choice in terms of transportation means; (iii) in case of information flexibility the company offers its customers access to different distribution-specific information through different information channels all the time. When a company does not execute a clear differentiation in terms of the delivery flexibility for respective customers segment it chooses the last option, called standard delivery flexibility (STF). Third, Delivery service differentiation—Here the model offers options to further differentiate standard delivery or distribution services (SDS) in order to optimise the lead time (LTO), the delivery readiness (DRO) as well as the delivery quality (DQO).

Dimension 2—Supply chain differentiation through “value-in-use” (differentiation of product services): Vargo and Lusch (2008: p. 7) states within the SDL that “goods are a distribution mechanism for service provision” and “goods [...] derive their value through use the service they provide” [52]. This in fact makes sense since the customer has to use or consume the product to finally profit from the value proposition of the company selling the product. Within D1, customers are just influencing value availability by being part of or simply selecting logistics options. As soon as customers start to use the product or service, however, one can observe an obvious increase in terms of customer value co-creation. The shift in value co-creation leads to the next differentiation dimension (D2). For D2 it has to be noted that although consumption normally exceeds the POS, this does not mean that the supply chain ends at this point. There exist several service options going beyond the simple distribution of products. These services downstream the POS focus on assisting the customer by using or consuming the product, hence supporting the customer by creating value through use. A useful approach to structure D2 is offered by Oliva and Kallenberg (2003) who describe (customer-) process and product oriented services with regard to whether they are transaction based or reach beyond the point of sale and are relationship based [48]. SVC1 stands for product- and transaction-orientated services (like installation services). SVC1 includes more relationship-based services (like spare parts management or maintenance). SVC3 offers process-oriented services like engineering and consulting. Finally, SVC4 stands for broad process-and relationship-based services like life cycle support (Figure 1).

Dimension 3—Supply chain differentiation through “value-of-co-production” (differentiation of product features through differentiation of manufacturing processes): The maximal amount of customer co-creation is reached as soon as the customer becomes part of the production phase as co-producer (at least for physical goods) [52]. Within D2, individual customer requirements are influencing service chain settings that are focused on value in-use especially beyond the POS. This third dimension (D3) is reached by extension from value in-use to value through co-production and can be interpreted as the physical customization of products [45]. The crucial supply chain settings with-in D3 are first of all the postponement strategies (manufacturing postponement (MPS), logistics postponement (LPS), full postponement strategy (FPS) or full speculation strategy (FSS)) described by [31]. Second, it is necessary to derive the manufacturing strategies and CDP settings (manufacture to order (MTO), assemble to order (ATO), package to order (PTO) or manufacture to stock (MTS)) as discussed in the literature for example by [27].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SVC1</th>
<th>SVC3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transaction-based</strong></td>
<td><strong>Process-oriented</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installation services</td>
<td>Process-oriented engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commissioning services</td>
<td>Process-oriented R&amp;D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product-oriented trainings</td>
<td>Process-oriented training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help desk or hot line</td>
<td>Business-oriented consulting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1. Differentiation options of the service supply chain [48].**
As a consequence, different degrees of co-creation, or in other words, different degrees of customer influence on the value creation process will determine several supply chain settings with regard to how extensively and in what manner the customer needs to be integrated into the value creation process. Obviously, the dimension order demarcates supply chain dimensions with different possible extents of customer integration (D1 low to D3 high) into the process of value creation. Summing up a first working definition of SCD:

*Supply chain differentiation means running at least two supply chains with modularized settings for one market, where the different supply chains are distinguished concerning the degree of customer value-of-availability, value-in-use and value-of co-production. Consequently, with respect to the supply chain-specialized focus on distinct customer segments and their individual requirements, SCD is a curious driver for competitive advantages.*

*Constraints-Positive net benefit and interaction quality of supply chain differentiation:* Even if the proposed SCD framework is focused on customer orientation and on effectiveness, efficiency must be considered as a constraint. To facilitate this, synergies across the supply chains side by side are necessary which ensures that the positive effects generated by differentiated supply chain design are not overcompensated through costs incurred by SCD. Therefore, an additional task is to find the number of concurrently operated supply chains that also yields the best financial performance. This goal is endangered if an extensive number of supply chains is used to satisfy customer needs, since this may lead to poor operational performance and substantial cost increases. Furthermore, a certain quality level within the customer interaction is required: the higher the intervention of the customers in the value creation as co-producers, the more the performance of the supply chain depends on the quality of the collaboration itself.

To finally form a framework, it is necessary to summarize and illustrate the variables discussed. The authors therefore suggest an SCD outcome spreadsheet (Figure 2).

### 4. Examples: Case Investigations on Supply Chain Differentiation

#### 4.1. Overview of Case Studies

The following case examples represent companies that actually execute different supply chains for different customer segments.

---

**Figure 2. Supply chain differentiation outcome spreadsheet.**

---
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customer segments in one market and explain the respective SCD. The cases will help to explain SCD approaches and will demonstrate that it is able to describe the most important features of real SCD examples. In fact, the cases are necessary to prove the practicability of the suggestions as well as to analyze in an explorative manner corresponding correlations between several independent variables (customer requirements) and dependent variables (supply chain settings). Each case is illustrated with the respective SCD outcome spreadsheet as a resulting document. The selection of the cases was focused on consumer goods industry as outbound supply chain settings are characterized as one (manufacturer) to many (customer segments). By analyzing the SCD approaches, we took the perspective of an end-consumer. The insights made are largely based on self-experiences with the different offers used. As such an end-consumer perspective upstream parts of the supply chain are widely not accessible, the analyses were supplemented with company information and practical industry reports (secondary data). Table 2 gives an overview of the companies examined.

4.2. Supply Chain Differentiation at LEGO®

The first case example is the Danish toy manufacturer LEGO®

The company’s current supply chain settings represent a good example to illustrate SCD. In fact, the toys produced by LEGO® are nothing else than assembly kits consisting of several different basic building bricks. All building bricks are universally compatible with each other [53]. The basic stock of possible building bricks so far is comprehensive but limited. The number of different variants of the final product (within this paper interpreted as the assembly kit itself and not the single building bricks), however, is nearly infinite. The assembly that in the wider sense can be seen as part of the toy’s experience is very easy since originally designed to be compatible with very young customers.

The company found itself in massive crises during 2004 and was forced to overthink its outdated supply chain practices [54]. As a result, the company restructured its production system, switched to highly flexible machines to profit from economies of scope and focused its production on several main locations in Denmark, Hungary, Mexico, China and the Czech Republic. The most important step however was to centralise its distribution logistics within one large distribution centre in the Czech Republic near the production location. The whole distribution today is organised by the contractor DHL. Today, the main supply chain is organised as follows: The basic bricks in several colours are produced during a first step (melting) in Danmark, Mexico, China and Hungary. The production machines that melt plastics granulates and press them into several forms are highly flexible. It takes about two hours to switch them to another brick. The raw bricks than are stored within automatised high rack warehouses. From there on the raw bricks are shipped to the processing manufactory in the Czech Republic where during step 2 (processing) they get their final look. Subsequently, the assembly of the final products follows. In fact, the assembly and the packaging can be seen as the same since the final product is sold as a building kit. Hence, assembly in this case is nothing else than sorting and pooling the accurate bricks for a certain product, the building kit. This is executed through primary packaging (step 3) and secondary packaging (step 4). The final products then are stored in the DHL distribution center where orders are processed, products are labeled and finally shipped to retail stores and toy stores [53] [55].

From the viewpoint of SCD the respective supply chain is organised as follows: The whole supply chain from the melting to the distribution center is forecast-driven, lean and focused on lead time optimisation. Combined with the centralised distribution center the whole process can be interpreted as an LPS. The distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEGO Group, Denmark</td>
<td>Toys</td>
<td>3'392</td>
<td>1’026</td>
<td>5’388</td>
<td>Billund, Denmark</td>
<td>• Europe (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adidas Group, Germany</td>
<td>Sports ware</td>
<td>13’344</td>
<td>1’011</td>
<td>46’824</td>
<td>Herzogenaurach, Germany</td>
<td>• Asia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


3An illustrative video from the National Geographic Channel about the LEGO® manufactory in Billund, Denmark can be accessed by the following link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VnMA2HMQ_LI
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Center of DHL serves the several retail stores worldwide while the factory with its smaller warehouse in Billund handles the internet orders of single customers [55]. In fact, this can be seen as a classical multi-channel distribution strategy, internet and retailer. Since the CDP is very far upstream, the final products exhibit just low customisation. Next to this lean, forecast-driven supply chain for final, completely assembled products, the company executes another supply chain for its more advanced customers. LEGO® offers free software 4 for interested customers allowing the virtual construction of an individual assembly kit. The software generates not only a virtual construction blueprint of the respective product; indeed, upon having virtually designed his individual bricks to the customer. The respective activities are executed in the Billund factory. The unprocessed bricks stem from the warehouse where the raw bricks are stored. The CDP of the respective supply chain comes just after the melting production step (first intermediate) and can be interpreted as ATO within D3 of the framework. Since the customer acts as product co-designer, the level of customization is much higher in terms of this second supply chain. Hence, the respective supply chain setting can be interpreted as agile with focus on flexibility as well as service.

The service supply chain settings (D2) for the two supply chains look as follows: The agile supply chain for the advanced customers focuses on SVC3, predominantly on process-oriented engineering and R&D. In fact, the digital designer software can be understood as a design support tool since it generates not only a customized product but also a customer-specific construction manual, hence supporting the customer’s process of arranging the bricks in the right manner. The software thereby represents an interesting example of process-oriented services for consumer goods. The lean supply chain on the other hand focuses on SVC1 through services like standard construction manuals (installation service) and help desks or customer hot lines. Both supply chains further offer spare parts management through the online pick a brick5 function.

The respective SCD outcome spreadsheet Figure 3 summarizes the SCD implications. The supply chain for standard customers is described as lean with quality and lead time focus. However, the whole supply chain exhibits further flexibility potential. The reason is the many planning points along the modularised production process (step 1-4) that represent several CDP-setting options in terms of further customization need or when demand becomes more volatile cf. [29].

When applying the operationalised independent variables of the SCD frame of reference to the respective case, the chosen customer segments exhibit clear differences. The co-creation need concerning the advanced customers leads to nearly infinite product variety requiring ATO that enables the respective customisation magnitude on D3. The consumption complexity for advanced customers is rather high since the customer designs his product himself. Hence, extensive design support through SVC3 services is necessary within D2. For the standard customers, both, product variety and consumption complexity are rather low when compared to advanced customers. Within D1, the advanced customers are served through direct distribution with focus on lead time optimisation. Most important is temporal accessibility as soon as the internet design process is terminated. For the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCD interpretation:</th>
<th>SCD Dimension 3 (D3)</th>
<th>SCD Dimension 1 (D1)</th>
<th>SCD Dimension 2 (D2)</th>
<th>Customer segments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Leagile</td>
<td>MPS</td>
<td>DIR</td>
<td>SVC3</td>
<td>Advanced customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Flexibility, service</td>
<td>ATO</td>
<td>LTO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• High level of co-creation</td>
<td></td>
<td>STF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lean</td>
<td>LPS</td>
<td>CIC</td>
<td>SVC1</td>
<td>Standard customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Quality, lead time</td>
<td></td>
<td>LTO, DQO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Low level of co-creation</td>
<td></td>
<td>STF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Constraints:** Challenges to meet quality expectations regarding the information and models sent by the advanced customers


standard customers it is further important to offer the opportunity of locally available toy store experience for kids what leads to the respective multi-channel distribution strategy.

The SCD-relevant segmentation in this case distinguishes between advanced and standard customers. This can be seen as segmentation with respect to the product utilisation behaviour of the customers. In fact, the download and utilisation of the software needs several skills in terms of arranging the bricks in the accurate way to get the preferred product. The customers further need time, motivation and also a certain age to handle the software. Actually, the digital designer user satisfies his needs at least partially by the design process itself. Standard customers on the other hand are new customers or children that are more interested in the assembled final product and not in the assembly and design process itself.

After six years running, the company discontinued the Lego Digital Designer in 2012. According to the firm’s web page, the download of the design tool is still possible, but no longer the production and delivery of customized physical models. Lego announced that the “Design by Me” service was going to end due to its failure to meet quality expectations (a lot of self-designed models were flimsy and break easily) and for being too complex (for children). The company stated that the rebuild of the entire setup would have made the offering too expensive.

The implications from the SCD were that the starting point of supply chain relevant customer segmentation is customer requirements that define the magnitude of customisation per customer. The customer itself is signalling his need for customisation through co-creation. When taking a look to the different products, services and distribution channels offered by LEGO® one can exactly detect these crucial differences in co-creation and customisation. The conceptual foundation of the company’s customisation is founded in the product structure itself. The modularity of the basic building bricks and the simplicity of product assembly together with the infinite number of finally assembled product variants make the product the ideal basic for application of mass customisation or customisation in general and thereby offers many opportunities for SCD. Nevertheless, the case shows also two substantial constraints: (i) the necessary level of quality requirements of customers as a co-producer and (ii) the supplementary costs respective not realized synergies between the two supply chains side-by-side.

4.3. Supply Chain Differentiation at Adidas

Another example that can be used to illustrate SCD is the supply chain concept of the Adidas group.° When consulting the annual report (2011) one can find the following statement about the supply chain vision of the company: “Become closest to every consumer by building and managing a supply chain that quickly responds to changing market needs and supports multiple distinct business models” [56]. The Adidas supply chain is seen as a competitive advantage in making the company “the partner of choice” for consumers and customers. In fact, this just means that the company is focusing on differentiation of its supply chain(s) with regard to customer needs.

Analysing the different supply chains of Adidas, each serving another distribution channel, one can identify different magnitudes of customisation with respect to important supply chain settings. The crucial distinction is made between e-commerce that offers a high level of customisation and standard channels via wholesale and retailing [56]. Customer segments can be described respectively. In fact, to customise a product, customers need to exhibit a certain will to engage in the co-creation process, either because of higher product functionality (professional or semi-professional sports athletes) or because of the will to demonstrate individual lifestyle. The resulting segment within SCD is called engaged customers that try to profit either from rational or emotional benefits through co-creation. The other customer segment, preferring buying standard products within retail stores is called standard customers (just like for the LEGO® case). The crucial difference between the two customer segments is the magnitude of product variety. The resulting SCD is illustrated in Figure 4.

The customisation initiative of Adidas is called “mi Adidas”. For the first customer segment (engaged customers) there basically exist two different CIC to start their co-creation process: Either through consulting the online configuration tool on the mi Adidas webpage or through physically moving to one of the Adidas flag ship stores, either brand stores or concept stores [56] [57]. Shoes can then be customised and personalised through choosing size, colours of several different parts of the shoe, personal icons and several functional specifications (especially for sports ware). After ordering the shoe, a completely automatic ordering processing systems chooses the optimal manufacturing location (several plants are located in different Asian countries) for the respective model and initiates assembly of the customised shoe out of a limited amount of shoe building modules.


http://www.adidas.com/us/customize
Figure 4. Supply chain differentiation at Adidas.

On D3, hence, the supply chain setting can be interpreted as ATO. However, through focusing on Asian assembly plants, one could also interpret the setting of D3 as (continental) FPS. Assembly of shoes is time consuming and together with the continental logistics postponement this results in relative long lasting ordering lead times for mi Adidas products from around 21 days. Consequently, on D1, the Adidas group chooses a clear LTO focus in terms of delivery service. The latter allows compensation of the lead time elongation during product assembly. In the USA Adidas therefore cooperates with FedEx, in Europe and Asia with DHL that provide high speed courier services [57]. Customers are supplied directly (DIR) but can choose different CIC. Since only courier services are used, the delivery flexibility is standardised (STF). In terms of D2 differentiation, the engaged customers profit from several SVC3 service opportunities. Especially when ordering mi Adidas shoes within the flagship stores, customers can profit from intensive process-oriented engineering support through experienced employees as well as several technologies to fit the personal requirements with the customisation process (for example foot-scanning technology and fitting expert support) [58]. Furthermore, Adidas offers services like “mi coach”, a fully electronic tool to generate an individual training and fitness program. The latter can be interpreted as process-oriented training or even (when replacing sport with business) as business-oriented consulting service, especially in terms of professional athletes. The whole supply chain for engaged customers hence is agile with focus on flexibility and service as well as a high level of customer co-creation through the customisation process. Differentiation mainly occurs on D3 of SCD.

For its less engaged customers (standard customers), the Adidas group executes a completely different second supply chain. The crucial difference can be found in the fact that standard customers are served through a completely forecast-driven mass production supply chain (FSS) focused on leanness, cost and quality of the products. Neither courier services nor special delivery flexibility are necessary and standard products for selling through wholesale and retail channels are stored within several distribution centers [58]. On D2, services are restricted to SVC1, either through product-oriented trainings (general sales consulting at the POS) or help desks and hotlines.

Implementing the supply chain differentiation approach, Adidas had to handle a range of challenges in the upstream supply chain and at the level of retailers. Despite Adidas has large mass production facilities (especially third-party manufacturers), the internal and external supply chain affiliations had to be enabled to handle the new customization idea on a large scale (mass customization). The company decided to follow a controlled expansion of SCD step-by-step. With growing demand, Adidas allocated more and more resources in the supply chain to deal with the technology-driven differentiation approach. The SCD approach was sequentially enhanced on further categories (starting with soccer footwear in 2000, the running, basketball and tennis footwear followed in the years 2001 to 2003). The years after, other sport goods and wear succeed. In order to handle additionally cost of inventory together with higher production cost for the customized products, Adidas tried to integrate the new approach into existing functions. Potential problems with SCD at the retailer level—especially the “qualification” of customers as engaged co-producers—have been avoided as far as possible by first introducing the approach at Adidas’ owned outlets (e.g. in flagship stores).

http://www.miteam.adidas.com/
4.4. Summary of Case Examples

The presented practical case examples demonstrate that it is possible to represent the logic of the SCD framework. Interestingly, the LEGO® examples as well as the SCD executed by Adidas are predominantly a result of customer segments exhibiting completely different requirements with respect to functional product variety as a consequence of high requirement for customer co-production. The respective SCD settings hence are focused on D3. The differentiations with respect to D2 can be subsequently interpreted as a consequence of D3 settings, namely as services necessary to support customers during the co-production process. Additionally, the case examples nicely illustrate the connection of the SDL with SCD thereby supporting the service and customer-centered origin of the differentiation approach. The results of the case examples thus emphasize the need for a clear understanding of customer requirements when considering SCD decisions. Notably, the cases showed different possible motives for SCD, each influencing SCD decisions within different dimensions in advance that subsequently might result in further need for SCD on other dimensions.

5. Conclusions and Outlook

5.1. Scientific Impact

The overall goal of the paper was the building-up on the ideas of Hofmann and Knébel to deliver new insights into the field of SCD by bringing together the most relevant decision factors within one conceptual framework [9]. The customer segmentation concept of [10] was combined with mass customization [57] and the co-producer idea [45] together with the servitization approach of [50] as well as [12]. The predominant question behind the paper’s objective was how customers and their demand characteristics can be connected to supply chain decision-making. The two research objectives have been achieved: First, we identified the most important factors that need to be considered with respect to well performing SCD; Second, we derived and illustrated a meaningful concept to connect customer requirements with supply chain relevant decision factors.

Dependent on the customer requirements derived from the customer’s need for co-creation, the optimal magnitude of differentiation for each customer segment can be defined through the proposed SCD dimensions. The amount of distinct supply chains necessary to optimally serve customers with a certain product can vary significantly since specific product characteristics generate distinct sensitivities of the supply chain settings towards changing customer requirements. Nevertheless, we feel confident seeing SCD as a substantial cornerstone for “supply chain 2.0 thinking” pronounced by Christopher and Holweg [7].

5.2. Managerial Implication

The developed frame of reference revealed several interesting managerial implications. First of all, it is important to emphasize its opportunities in general to further differentiate companies within highly competitive environments (like in the consumer goods industry). Thus, it makes sense to consider factors defining an adequate SCD for a company.

Second, the framework offers practitioners a tool to easily structure their comprehensive decision problems when considering SCD and it provides new access to the so far most crucial scientific findings within the field of supply chain management. Furthermore, the framework also includes several customer service factors within a holistic approach.

Third, the paper’s results offer an opportunity for supply chain managers to assess customers with respect to their requirements relevant for supply chain settings. Evaluating customers with respect to their need for co-creation actually may help to detect the crucial location within the supply chain where differentiation should take place.

However, SCD constraints have to be addressed while developing and realizing the approach. Besides a positive net benefit of SCD—highlighting synergies between the parallel supply chains—the quality of the customer input has to be given. The synergies across the different supply chains can be archived by a gradual implementation approach. After building up the first experience, the SCD can be rolled out to further commodities, customer groups or regions. A very meaningful question for decision makers will be asked in the future: “How many different supply chains do I need for my businesses?”, “How to achieve supply chain synergies across the different channels side-by-side?”. An overview of chosen differentiating practices is given in Table 3 [59].
Table 3. Overview of supply chain differentiating practices (Source: PwC [59]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supply chain value driver</th>
<th>Top three differentiating practices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Maximum delivery performance              | 1. Collaboration with key customers on planning (e.g. effective forecasting)  
2. End-to-end supply chain planning and visibility  
3. Vendor-managed-inventory direct-replenishment model |
| Minimised costs                           | 1. Best-cost country sourcing  
2. Differentiated order-to-delivery time  
3. Differentiated service level, including potential reduction |
| Maximum volume flexibility                | 1. Internal capacity flexibility 80% - 120%  
2. Flexible shift models/payment structure  
3. Regional supply chain set-up |
| Minimised risks                           | 1. Multiplication of sources and sole-sourcing avoidance  
2. Regular review of suppliers’ financial risk and mitigation through risk-sharing partnerships  
3. Visibility and regular monitoring of main suppliers’ operational indicators |
| Complexity management                    | 1. Development of multi skilled employees to cope with complexity  
2. Late-stage product customisation  
3. Use of distributors and other channel partners |
| Sustainability                            | 1. Agreement with supply chain partners to adhere to highest ethical standards  
2. Responsible supply chain partner footprint and procurement framework  
3. Internal carbon footprint optimization and improvement |
| Tax optimisation and efficiency           | 1. Manufacturing and assembly optimization (toll manufacturing)  
2. Localisation of inventory ownership in tax-efficient countries  
3. Localisation of procurement organisation in tax-efficient countries (e.g. Singapore, Switzerland) |

5.3. Future Research and Outlook

Altogether, we demonstrated an approach that can be applied to frame SCD decisions in retrospect but they left open how to apply the framework to crucial SCD decisions in advance, meaning how exactly changing independent variables affect the manifestations of the multiple and interconnected dependent variables. Hence, to provide real decision support for decision makers, the framework components need to be further developed. Future research needs to fulfill the following requirements: 1) Research should consider the most relevant independent and dependent SCD variables; 2) It is important that the interconnection of SCD dimensions is addressed; 3) Future investigations should support decisions and should consider the experience of supply chain managers, not replace them; 4) To be practicable, the complexity level should be minimized; 5) Last but not least, the influence of customer requirements on the supply chain settings can also affect phases upstream the manufacturing process as well as the network level. In fact, this might remain one huge future research branch in the field of SCD.

All-in-all, more investigations are required in order to achieve an adequate basis for SCD that encompasses not only strategie, but also operational and tactical considerations of SCM: Firstly, make-or-buy considerations have to be made. Once an adequate outline of SCD on a generic level is determined, the question has to be asked whether—from an operational point of view—the right activities are performed in-house and outsourced. This question includes resources and capabilities considerations in accordance with the resource-based and relational view [60]. Secondly, target supply chain configurations have to be derived in accordance with a strategy-structure discussion [61]. This has to occur for each individual supply chain in order to support its specific customer segment. Besides the factors identified, necessary infrastructure elements need to be determined in order to provide an adequate basis of internal and external supply chain resources. Thirdly and finally, a SCD on the corporate level has to be addressed in order to realize synergies through combination of business areas as well as through coordination of corporate activities and interaction with stakeholders [62].
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